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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

Louth County Council (LCC) in association with Newry, Mourne and Down District Council (NMD)
propose to develop the Carlingford Lough Greenway which is a cross border greenway linking
existing elements of a trail joining Carlingford within the Republic of Ireland (RoI) to Newry City
within Northern Ireland (NI).
The greenway when completed will form part of the wider ‘Great Eastern Greenway’ from Belfast to
Dublin. It will operate as a shared off-road cycleway / walkway and aims to provide a scenic crossborder route to encourage more people to walk and cycle and undertake cross-border journeys.
The greenway will comprise an approximate corridor of 5-6m along the route comprising a 3m
greenway, 0.5-1m wide v-ditch to provide drainage along the route, and boundary fences offset
500mm from the edge of the greenway.
The proposed greenway will be a continuation of existing stretches of greenway which begin at
Carlingford Marina and run to Omeath Pier (construction completed in 2013) and from the Victoria
Lock Amenity Site along the Middle Bank to the Albert Basin (construction completed in 2018).
The proposed new Carlingford Greenway comprises three sections to fill in the gaps in the existing
greenway as follows:

•
•
•

From Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina (
From Omeath Pier to the NI / RoI Border
From the NI / RoI Border to Victoria Lock Amenity Site

This report forms an archaeological and cultural heritage assessment of the section extending from
Omeath Pier to the NI / ROI border (figures 1 and 2). It describes the archaeological baseline of the
site and the surrounding area and assesses the potential impact that the proposed greenway could
have on the archaeological and architectural heritage in the vicinity.

1.2 Development Site
The site being considered within this report is located along the shore of Carlingford Lough between
Omeath Co. Louth and County Bridge along the R173 Fathom Line at the border of NI (County
Armagh) and RoI (County Louth). The proposed route of the greenway predominantly travels along
the shore of Carlingford Lough or along the Old Dundalk, Newry & Greenore rail line.
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2 Methodology
This cultural heritage impact assessment was conducted in three stages. Firstly a detailed desktop
survey was undertaken. Known cultural heritage sites were reviewed along with aerial photography
and Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSI) First Edition Mapping (Circa 1830) and Second Edition Mapping
(circa 1900). Previously recorded cultural heritage sites reviewed included the following:
•

National Monuments, be they in the ownership or guardianship of the State, in the
ownership of a local authority or monuments under preservation orders;

•

Record of Monuments & Places (RMP) and Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) from
www.archaeology.ie;

•

Architectural Conservation Areas;

•

Records of Protected Structures;

•

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH); and

•

Demesnes Landscapes and Historic Gardens indicated on the OSI First Edition Mapping.

•

Excavations Bulletin;

•

Cartographic Sources;

Secondly a detailed walkover survey of the proposed route of the greenway was conducted by a fully
qualified archaeologist. Finally the information provided by both the site inspection and the desk
top survey was assessed in relation to the potential impact of the proposed development on cultural
heritage. Having assessed the potential impact upon cultural heritage, a mitigation strategy has
been established.

2.1 Types of Impact
The types of impacts of the proposed development on archaeological features may be divided into
the following categories:
Direct: where there may be a physical effect on a site caused by the proposed development or a
visual impact.
Direct physical impacts may be caused by a range of activities associated with the construction and
operation of proposed development features. In addition, above-ground disturbance, such as that
caused by vehicle movement, and soil and overburden storage, may produce irreversible effects
upon archaeological features. Direct impacts on archaeological features are normally adverse,
permanent and irreversible.
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The second category of direct impact relates to the visual impact that may exist from or to the
monument from the proposed development. This may adversely affect the setting of a monument
within the wider archaeological / historical landscape.
Indirect: where the setting of a site or monument may be affected. Setting in this assessment is
understood in functional terms only. Indirect impacts may relate to new development causing a
visual impact, such as reducing views to or from cultural heritage features with important landscape
settings, or may cause increased fragmentation of a monument’s setting.
Uncertain: where there is a risk that the works may impinge on a site, for example, where it is not
clear where the location or boundaries of a site lie. Potential effects, direct and indirect, have been
assessed in terms of their scale, longevity, reversibility and nature (beneficial / neutral / adverse).
The importance of both direct and indirect impacts can vary depending on the nature of the
archaeological site under consideration.

2.2 Definitions for Assessment of Magnitude of Change
Consideration of the scale, extent of change, nature and duration of effect are important in
determining the magnitude of change.
Level
of Definition of Magnitude
Magnitude
High

Total loss or major alteration to key elements/ features/ characteristics of the
baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/ attributes
will be fundamentally changed.

Medium

Partial loss or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/
attributes will be partially changed.

Low

Minor loss of or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions. Change arising from the loss / alteration will be discernible
but underlying character/ composition/ attributes will be similar to pre development
circumstances /patterns

Negligible

Very minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements /features /characteristics
of the baseline conditions. Change barely distinguishable, approximating to the “no
change” situation.
Table 1: definitions for assessing magnitude of change.
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2.3 Definitions for the Assessment of Significance
An assessment of importance and magnitude can then be undertaken to determine how significant
an impact is.
IMPORTANCE

MAGNITUDE

Local

Regional

Negligible

No Change

No Change

Low

Slight

Moderate

Medium

Moderate

Substantial

High

Substantial

Substantial

Table 2: definitions for assessment of significance.
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3 Archaeological and Historical Baseline
3.1 Cultural heritage assets within the development area.
3.1.1

Desk top study

The desk top study identified a number of archaeological and historical assets along the route of the
proposed greenway (figure 3)(see appendix 1 for full details). Two sites were identified within the
RMP. These are LH002- 12001 and LH 002- 12002 and were identified during evaluation works as
part of the Narrow Water Bridge Project. Both sites have been fully excavated and recorded under
licence E004498. LH002-12001 consisted of a large shallow cut (c. 15m NW-SE x c. 3-5m NE-SW)
with an uneven base filled with a charcoal-rich mix of clay and silts and some small fire-shattered
stones. Samples of oak, alder, hazel, elm and ash were identified but the lithic assemblage was
relatively small amounting to five completed objects and debris. LH 002- 12002 consisted of a large
pit (c. 3m x c. 2.4m) filled with a charcoal-rich soil that had inclusions of broken and burnt stones.
Samples of oak, ash, hazel and blackthorn were identified but the lithic assemblage consisted of
debris. A radiocarbon determination of 3336-2943 BC in the Middle Neolithic period was obtained
for this site.
An inspection of the early edition OS maps shows a number of additional features. A portion of the
route of the greenway extends along the line of the former Dundalk, Newry and Greenore Railway.
It was developed in the 1860s to provide a link between the towns in its title and the London and
North Western Railway port at Greenore, from where a ferry service operated to Holyhead. It was
opened between Greenore and Dundalk in 1873 and extended to Newry in 1876. The line was
closed in 1951. While the route of the line can be relatively easily traced across the landscape, there
is little left in term of its infrastructure.
The early edition OS mapping also highlights a potential demesne surrounding Drummulagh House
which is recorded in National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH 13833006). The house was
constructed in c.1760 and at the time of the 1st edition OS map (1830s) was located within a
parkland setting (figure 4). The subsequent arrival of the railway extended across the eastern side of
the demesne separating it from the shoreline (figure 5). A later boat house and landing stage were
constructed along the shoreline. It is not clear what elements of the boat house survive, if any and
this area is heavily overgrown. The landing stage does survive but will not be impacted upon by the
proposed greenway.
The proposed greenway route also passes through the grounds of Omra Park (NIAH 13833005,
LHS002-005). This section of the greenway will extend adjacent to the former railway line. Omra
Park consists of a detached two-storey former rectory, built c. 1800, altered and extended c. 1860
and is now in use as private house. The grounds of the property where bisected by the introduction
of the railway. This section of the railway contains some of the best surviving features associated
with it, including stone gate pillars, iron fence pillars and railings, and railway sleepers. The route of
the railway is heavily overgrown.
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3.1.2

Site inspection

An inspection of the proposed greenway route was undertaken by a fully qualified archaeologist.
This section of the route commences from a small car park on the shore front of Omeath and
continues roughly northwest along the route of the former railway for approximately 600m. This
section passes through the demesne associated with Drummulagh House. Parts of this section are
heavily overgrown making it difficult to identify any surviving historical features (plate 1).

Plate 1: overgrown route through Drummulagh House lands looking
northwest.
Beyond this overgrown area the route of the former railway is apparent again, as are some features
associated with it. This section of the route passes through the grounds of Omra Park. The surviving
features include stone pillars, iron fence posts and iron railings separating the adjacent properties
from the railway line (plates 2-4). The stone pillars represent the remains of ‘accommodation
crossings’ which allowed local landowners access across the railway line to the shore.

Plate 2: stone pillars along route looking west.
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Plate 3: iron fence pillars long the route looking north.

Plate 4: iron railings adjacent to proposed route of greenway looking west.
The latter stages of this section of the proposed greenway will pass through the boundary wall of
Omra Park which is recorded in both the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH
13833005) and the Record of Protected Structures (LHS002-005). This wall is also considered a
protected structure as part of the curtilage of Omra Park house. The wall is constructed from
roughly faced dry stone walling (plate 5).
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Plate 5: stone boundary wall of Omra Park looking north.
The northern most extent of this section includes part of the L30541 which extends out to the R173.
From here the proposed route leaves the line of the former railway and extends along the shoreline
for approximately 850m. This section passes along a mixture of shoreline and agricultural land
(plates 6 and 7).

Plate 6: looking north along the shoreline section of the proposed greenway.
The northern most part of this section passes adjacent to the area of Rose Cottage, shown on the 2nd
edition OS map of the 1850s. The cottage is now derelict and the surrounding area so heavily
overgrown that it was not visible at the time of the inspection.
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Plate 7: looking south along agricultural land adjacent to the shoreline.
At this point the proposed route returns to the line of the former railway for a short distance of
approximately 160m. Form here it deviates slightly from the line of the railway to avoid residential
properties and links into the L70541. This section of the route is characterised by well maintained
agricultural land.
The route then returns to agricultural land along the shoreline for approximately 780m. This section
forms the base of a ridge which slopes down to the shoreline. The RMP sites LH002-12001 and
LH002- 12002 are located within this section however as these features have been fully excavated
there is no remaining evidence of them (plate 8).

Plate 8: looking south across area of LH002-12001 and LH002- 12002.
From here the route returns to the line of the former railway and extends for approximately 1km to
the NI / ROI border. The majority of this section passes through a heavily wooded area before
exiting onto scrubland along the shoreline with the R173.
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3.2 Cultural heritage assets beyond the development area.
For the purposes of this study a search corridor extending to 250m from the centre line of the
proposed greenway route was utilised (figure 3).

3.2.1

Record of Monuments and Places

A total of nine cultural heritage assets recorded in the RMP were identified within the search area.
These include the earthwork LH005-005; the carved stone figures LH002-10001 and LH002- 10002;
the raths LH002- 005 and LH002-008; the excavation sites LH002- 12003, LH002- 12004 and LH00212005; and the children’s burial site LH002-001001. Full details of these monuments are contained
within appendix 2. None of these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.

3.2.2

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and Records of Protected Structures

In addition to Drumullagh House (NIAH 13833006) and Omra Park (NIAH 13833005, LHS002-005),
the survey identified a further seven cultural heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of
Architectural Heritage of which six are also recorded in the Record of Protected Structures. These
include St Andrew's Church (NIAH 13833004, LHS002-001), Saint Andrew's National School (NIAH
13833003, LHS002-004), Woodvale (NIAH 13833002, LHS002-003), Ivy Cottage (NIAH 13833001), a
navigation beacon (NIAH 13900201, LHS002-007), a lighthouse (NIAH 13900202, LHS002-008) and a
house at Cornamucklagh (NIAH 13900203, LHS002-009). Full details of these monuments are
contained within appendix 3. None of these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed
greenway.

3.2.3

Early Edition OS Maps

A review of the early editions of the OS maps identified a number of potential cultural heritage
assets immediately adjacent to the route of the proposed greenway (figures 4 and 5). These include
a number of existing and former vernacular buildings, a boat house and landing stages. None of
these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.

3.2.4

Excavations Database

The excavations database identifies 1 further excavation within the immediate vicinity of the
proposed greenway route. This excavation was conducted as part of the evaluation works for the
Narrow Water Bridge Project and is recorded within the RMP as LH002- 12003, LH002- 12004 and
LH002- 12005. The evaluation works identified three sites of archaeological significance. One large
burnt mound and two burnt spreads, which may be the remnants of burnt mounds, were identified.
Cornamucklagh 1 was a thin spread of charcoal-rich material and may represent the base of a very
disturbed burnt mound. It measured 7.6m x 7.5m and was 0.3m deep. Cornamucklagh 2 was a thin
spread of charcoal-rich material and measured 5.6m x 5.7m. It was c. 0.1m deep but a section was
excavated into a trough/pit-like feature that measured 0.5m deep. Cornamucklagh 3 was a large
spread of heat-shattered stone in a charcoal-rich silt matrix. It was located at the base of the hill and
on the edge of the river. A stone wall had been built along the edge of the riverside which appears to
have preserved the deposit as it was missing on the river side of the wall and may have been washed
13
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away or removed during the construction of the adjacent navigation beacon tower. The deposit of
material measured 39m x 16m and was on average 0.3–0.4m deep. A rectangular trough-like pit was
identified external to the deposit at the northern end and measured 1.5m x 0.9m x 0.2m.

4 Impact Assessment
4.1 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Construction Phase
The desk top survey and site inspection have identified a number of known cultural heritage assets
long the route of the proposed greenway. Two sites have been identified within the RMP (LH00212001 and LH 002- 12002). These sites were identified during evaluation works for the Narrow
Water Bridge Project. They have been fully excavated and recorded and the construction of the
proposed greenway will have no impact upon them.
Sections of the proposed route pass along the line of the former Dundalk, Newry and Greenore
Railway. While there is little remaining infrastructure associated with this feature, sections of the
route were heavily overgrown and it is possible that unknown features associated with the railway
may be contained within those areas. Depending on the nature of such features it is possible that
the proposed greenway could result in a very minor loss or alteration to the overall asset’s baseline
conditions. This change would barely distinguishable, and would equate to an impact of negligible
significance.
A section of the route passes through the demesne associate with Drumullagh House. This section
follows the route of the former railway line and most of it is heavily overgrown. The construction of
the proposed greenway will necessitate removal of the vegetation and it is possible that this will
result in the identification of additional features associated with the railway. As such the
introduction of the proposed greenway could increase the level cultural heritage in this area and
have a minor positive impact.
The proposed greenway route will pass through the grounds and part of a boundary wall of Omra
Park which is recorded as regionally important in both the National Inventory of Architectural
Heritage and the Record of Protected Structures. The wall and gardens form part of the curtilage of
Omra Park house and as such would have protected status. The construction of the proposed
greenway will require the removal of a short section of the wall. This will result in a very minor loss
or alteration to the overall asset’s baseline conditions. This change would barely distinguishable,
and would equate to an impact of negligible significance. This very minor loss can be off-set by the
application of the mitigation measures set out in section 5 of this report. Similarly the introduction
of the greenway route through the gardens will have minimal impact upon them. This section of the
site is separated from the main gardens by the line of the former railway and consists of a slightly
open area flanked on its eastern side by mature trees and the shoreline. The section of the former
railway, which extends along the western side of the proposed greenway, contains some of the best
preserved features associated within it. The introduction of the greenway would lead to increased
public expose to these cultural heritage features and have a minor positive impact.
The desk top survey identified a number on known cultural heritage assets in the wider search area
for the proposed greenway. These included additional excavation sites at the northern end of the
14
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scheme as well as two raths and an earthwork (almost certainly a third rath). While none of these
sites will be directly affected by the proposed greenway they do point to a level of human activity in
this area from prehistoric times through to the Early Medieval period (c.500-1100 AD). Of particular
relevance are the sites identified during the evaluation works for the Narrow Water Bridge Project.
These indicate that it is entirely feasible to identify previously unknown, sub-surface archaeological
remains within this area, particularly along the shoreline. Shoreline locations have often presented
ideal locations for settlement throughout history and the potential for further discoveries should be
considered relatively high. One caveat to this potential is the introduction of the railway which will
have had a significant impact upon any underlying archaeological material. Should sub-surface
archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed greenway then they may be subject
to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements. As the nature of any such deposits
remains unknown, the magnitude of this impact is not considered significant. The level of impact
can be off-set by the application of the mitigation measures set out in section 5 of this report.

4.2 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Operational Phase
The operational phase of the proposed greenway will have no impact upon archaeology, cultural or
built heritage either within the boundary of the route or the surrounding landscape.

5 Mitigation and Its Effectiveness
The desk top survey has identified three particular areas that will require further mitigation prior to
and during the construction phase of the proposed greenway. These are:

•
•
5.1.1

The boundary wall at Omra House
Potential previously unknown, sub-surface archaeological deposits.
Omra House Boundary wall

Prior to demolition a building survey of the section of wall to be removed should be conducted. This
should consist of:
• Drawing- elevations of the existing structure
• Photographic- scaled photographic survey.
• Written- a written description of the surviving structure.

This section of the greenway should aim to remove as little of the wall as possible. All demolition of
the wall should be conducted by hand and the exposed ends finished using the material from the
removed section.
5.1.2

Sub-surface archaeological deposits

Archaeological monitoring of topsoil removal along the route of the proposed greenway should be
conducted. This work may be conducted under licence from National Monuments Service (NMS) of
the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht. A three stage process should be undertaken
to facilitate this:
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• Stage 1: Preparation of and submission of an archaeological method statement and
licence application to NMS.
• Stage 2: Archaeological monitoring of topsoil removal along the length of the proposed
route,
• Stage 3: Preparation of final monitoring report for submission to NMS in line with
licence requirements.
The archaeological licence application should be submitted to NMS at least three weeks prior to the
date on which it is proposed to commence the works.

5.2 Cumulative Effects
The introduction of the proposed greenway will have no cumulative effects upon archaeology,
cultural or built heritage either within the site or the surrounding landscape.

5.3 Residual Effects
Following the implementation of the proposed mitigation strategy, the introduction of the proposed
greenway will have no residual effects upon archaeology, cultural or built heritage either within the
site or the surrounding landscape.

6 Statement of Significance of Effect
The desk top survey has identified a number of archaeological and cultural heritage assets along the
route of the proposed greenway. These can be broken into three main categories; excavation sites
of previously unknown, sub-surface archaeological deposits; features associated with the former
Dundalk, Newry and Greenore Railway; and upstanding structures recorded in the National
Inventory of Architectural Heritage and the Record of Protected Structures.
With the exception of those features related to the railway, the proposed greenway may result in
the total or partial loss of elements of these cultural heritage assets. The magnitude of this loss can
be significantly reduced by the adoption of an appropriate mitigation strategy. The implementation
of the mitigation strategy would result in the substantial adverse effect being considered not
significant in EIA terms and result in a slight negative impact.
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Figure 1: location of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 2: layout of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 3: known cultural heritage assets within 250m of the proposed greenway route.
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Figure 4: 1st edition OS map showing approximate layout of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 5: 2nd edition OS map showing approximate layout of proposed greenway route.
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Appendix 1: cultural heritage assets located along the route of the proposed greenway
Archaeological sites
Number
LH002-012001

Site Type
Excavation

Townland
Cornamucklagh

LH002-012002

Excavation

Cornamucklagh

Description
Situated on a slight gravel ridge just above the high water mark on the SW shore of the Newry River
estuary. Archaeological excavation (E 4498) in advance of a new bridge recorded a large shallow cut
(dims c. 15m NW-SE; c. 3-5m NE-SW; max. D 0.4m) with an uneven base filled with a charcoal-rich mix
of clay and silts and some small fire-shattered stones. Samples of oak, alder, hazel, elm and ash were
identified but the lithic assemblage was relatively small amounting to five completed objects and
debris.
Situated on a slight gravel ridge just above the high water mark on the SW shore of the Newry River
estuary. Archaeological excavation (E 4498) in advance of a new bridge recorded a large pit (dims c.
3m x c. 2.4m; max. D 0.56m) filled with a charcoal-rich soil that has inclusions of broken and burnt
stones. Samples of oak, ash, hazel and blackthorn were identified but the lithic assemblage consisted
of debris. A radiocarbon determination of 3336-2943 BC in the Middle Neolithic period is recorded.
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Listed Buildings
RPS No.
N/A

NIAH No.
13833006

Name
Drumullagh
House

Type
House

LHS002-005

13833005

Omra Park

House

Description
Detached three-bay single-storey over basement with attic house, built c. 1760. Main
block rectangular-plan facing east, gabled glazed porch c. 1930 projecting from front
east elevation, two-storey over basement return wing to north-west. Hipped slate roof,
clay ridge and hip tiles, tiled verges to gabled dormers on north and south gables,
painted timber-framed dormers to east elevation, uPVC gutters on projecting timber
eaves with painted timber boarded soffit carried on paired brackets. Painted roughcast
rendered walling to main block, painted smooth rendered walling to return. Squareheaded window openings, smooth rendered reveals, painted stone sills, painted timber
sliding sash windows, tripartite to ground floor with six-over-six flanked by two-overtwo panes, tripartite to attic gable windows six-over-three flanked by two-over-one
panes, six-over-three sliding sash windows to return; diamond-paned cast-iron
casements to basement area. Elliptical-headed main entrance door opening, hardwood
panelled double doors each with three raised-and-fielded panels, leaded sidelights and
overlight. Painted timber-framed glazed porch, granite sills, granite steps. View to east
through trees to Carlingford Lough, lawn, gravel driveway, single-and two-storey
outbuildings arranged around yard to west, sweeping gravel driveway from road to
north-west, painted smooth rendered quadrant gate screen walls with rough granite
block coping terminating in cylindrical piers, wrought-iron gates.
Detached two-storey former rectory, built c. 1800,altered and extended c. 1860, now in
use as private house. Hipped slate roofs with rendered chimneystacks. Rendered walls.
Timber sliding sash windows.
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Appendix 2: known archaeological sites within 250m search corridor
Number
LH002-0005

Site Type
Ringfort

Townland
Lislea

LH002-0008

Ringfort

Drummullagh

LH002-001001

Children’s
burial
ground

Cornamucklagh

LH002-010001

Stone Head

Drummullagh

LH002-010002

Stone Head

Drummullagh

LH002-012003

Excavation

Cornamucklagh

Description
Circular area (int. diam. 32.5m) enclosed by much-degraded earthen bank now reduced to a scarp. No
visible trace of fosse or ancient entrance. Site badly mutilated by cultivation ridges.
Circular area (int. diam. 31m) enclosed by much-degraded earthen bank (Wth 3.6m, H 0.5m internally,
1.2m externally) with traces of boulder facing and shallow external fosse (Wth 1.7m) at NE. Entrance
gap (Wth 1.6m) at WSW of inner bank.
Situated on E side of a natural ridge to the SW of the Newry River and consisting of a sub-rectangular
low platform of stones (max. dims. 20m N-S, 17m E-W, H 0.35m). It is reputedly the site of the
monastery of Killansnamh which is said to have stood opposite Narrowwater Castle (CLAJ 1908, 73).
About 150 years ago (i.e. c. 1837) some remains of the abbey were still to be seen and it was
customary to inter unbaptised infants there. (CLAJ 1914, 232)
Two carved stone figures (see also LH002-010001-) set into a bank. One has long hair, the other an
upright collar. Believed to be of seventeenth century date. They may have been removed from
Armagh cathedral in 1834. The backs of the figures are rough as if they had been built into a wall.
Two carved stone figures (see also LH002-010001-) set into a bank. One has long hair, the other an
upright collar. Believed to be of seventeenth century date. They may have been removed from
Armagh cathedral in 1834. The backs of the figures are rough as if they had been built into a wall.
Situated on the slight NE-facing slope of a gravel ridge between the high and low water marks on the
SW shore of the Newry River estuary. Archaeological excavation (E 4498) in advance of a new bridge
recorded a metal-working area and two corn-drying kilns. The flue (Wth 0.5m; L c. 3m) of Kiln 1 was
stone-lined with the drying-bowl at the SW end. Samples of ash, hazel, blackthorn willow and alder
were identified but no cereals were recorded.
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Number
LH002-012004

Site Type
Excavation

Townland
Cornamucklagh

LH002-012005

Excavation

Cornamucklagh

LH005-0005

Earthwork

Knocknagoran

Description
Situated on the slight NE-facing slope of a gravel ridge between the high and low water marks on the
SW shore of the Newry River estuary. Archaeological excavation (E 4498) in advance of a new bridge
recorded a metal-working area and two corn-drying kilns. Kiln 2 had two stone-lined flues (Wth 0.30.4m; L c. 3m) centered on the drying-bowl at the E end. Samples of ash, hazel, cherry, alder and
blackthorn were identified as well as two carbonised barley grains. Sherds of souterrain ware and the
stem of a decorated pin were recovered. A radiocarbon determination of AD 770-961 is recorded for
one of the barley grains.
Situated on the slight NE-facing slope of gravel ridge between the high and low water marks on the
SW shore of the Newry River estuary. Archaeological excavation (E 4498) in advance of a new bridge
recorded a metal-working area and two corn-drying kilns. The evidence of metal-working consisted of
two small hearths and a spread of fire-hardened clay and ash extending E from one of the hearths.
The metalworking was the finishing of objects and very little slag was recovered. Oak was the principal
firing material used and a radiocarbon date of AD 1044-1218 is recorded from a piece of willow
charcoal.
Marked as an antiquity on the current OS 6-inch map and known locally as 'O'Hagan's Fort'. No visible
surface trace except curve in field fence to S (C c. 50m)
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Appendix 3: listed buildings within 250m search corridor
RPS No.
LHS002-001

NIAH No.
13833004

Name
Type
St
Andrew's Church
Church

Description
Freestanding former Church of Ireland church, dated 1838, now being converted for
residential use. Three-bay nave, three-stage pinnacled square tower centrally located at
west end, single-bay chancel to east end with lean-to vestry projecting from south side.
Pitched slate roofs, clay ridge tiles to main church, cast-iron ridge tiles to chancel and
vestry dormer, granite verges on corbelled springers to chancel and vestry, cast-iron
gutters on drive-in brackets on stone eaves corbel course, circular cast-iron downpipes.
Unpainted roughcast rendered walling to nave and tower, moulded granite strings
between stages of tower, crenellated parapet to tower with central slits and gables
pinnacles to corners; coursed rubble walling to chancel and vestry, ashlar granite blockand-start quoins, upper section of chancel gable smooth rendered. Pointed arch
window openings, painted smooth render chamfered surrounds with hood mouldings
to nave, painted stone flush splayed sills, windows removed; pointed arch openings to
tower, painted stone splayed reveal to windows in first and second stages, hood
moulding to west window lower stage, painted stone flush splayed sills, cast-iron
diamond-paned fixed lights; pointed arch belfry openings to tower, splayed ashlar
granite dressings, flush splayed sills, hood mouldings, unpainted timber louvres; pointed
arch lancet tripartite window to chancel, splayed ashlar granite surrounds, splayed sills,
diamond-pane cast-iron fixed lights (central panel missing). Pointed arch door opening
to south side of tower, inscribed splayed granite ashlar reveals turning out to square at
base, granite hood moulding, woodgrain timber double doors each with six panels,
matching overpanel, granite approach steps; square-headed door opening to vestry
with corbelled head, splayed ashlar granite reveals, vertically-sheeted timber door with
wrought-iron strap hinges, approached by steps with granite string with wrought- and
cast-iron balustrade to south. Set in grounds, tight against north boundary, graveyard
with vertical grave markers, gravel paths, rubble stone boundary wall to road, ashlar
granite gate piers, wrought-iron gates with cast-iron embellishments, wrought-iron
overthrow, carpark on lower ground to east.
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RPS No.
LHS002-004

NIAH No.
13833003

Name
Type
Saint
Andrew's School
National
School

LHS002-003

13833002

Woodvale

House

Description
Detached single-storey with attic school, built c. 1840, no longer in use. T-plan main
block, lower wings set in south-east and south-west internal angles. Hipped slate roofs,
stone ridge and hip tiles, unpainted smooth rendered flat-capped chimneystacks, castiron gutters on stone eaves corbel course to main block, fixed directly to wall head on
lower blocks, cast-iron downpipes. Painted roughcast rendered walling, pedimented
gable to south front, main windows to south set in semi-circular-headed blank arches to
main block and flat-headed recesses to secondary blocks. Square-headed window
openings, smooth-plastered reveals, painted granite sills, painted timber sliding sash
windows with three-over-six panes to south elevation and six-over-six panes to north
elevation. Square-headed door openings, painted timber half-glazed door to south
front, painted timber half-glazed door to east gable with six-paned fanlight over. Set in
overgrown grounds at entrance to Omra Park, gravel paths.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870. Open porch with lean-to roof
projecting from north (front) elevation, lower two-storey return to south (rear). Pitched
slate roof, roll-top red clay ridge tiles, red brick stepped chimneystacks to gables with
moulded corner details and concrete caps, half-round uPVC gutters on painted timber
fascia on exposed rafter ends, circular cast-iron downpipes, painted timber projecting
bargeboards with sheeted soffit. Painted ruled-and-lined smooth rendered walling, first
floor string course, raised block-and-start quoins. Square-headed window openings,
painted stone sills, painted timber two-over-two sliding sash windows; segmentalheaded window openings to first floor east gable, painted timber one-over-one sliding
sash windows. Square-headed entrance door opening, painted timber four-panel door
with lozenge panels and raised-and-fielded mouldings, cast-iron door furniture, plainglazed overlight, set in timber-framed porch with turned corner posts and balustraded
frieze, approached by granite steps to tiled porch step.
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RPS No.
N/A

NIAH No.
13833001

Name
Ivy Cottage

Type
House

LHS002-007

13900201

Beacon

Lighthouse

Description
Detached four-bay single-storey with attic house, built c. 1830. Return with lean-to
corrugated asbestos roof to rear (north), range of single-storey outbuildings to west
with single-pitch profiled metal roof. Pitched slate roof, clay ridge tiles, tiled verges,
unpainted smooth rendered corbelled chimneystacks, half-round uPVC gutters on eaves
corbel course. Painted roughcast rendered walling. Square-headed window openings,
painted stone sills, painted smooth rendered reveals, painted timber six-over-six sliding
sash windows to front elevation, six-over-three to rear elevation, casement windows in
return and to gable, nine-pane inward-opening casements to attic north elevation.
Square-headed door opening; painted timber four-panel entrance door with carved
moulding to framing, bipartite plain glazed overlight; painted timber double doors with
tripartite overlight to east end of front elevation, lower panels vertically-sheeted, upper
panels glazed and horizontally sub-divided. Set in own grounds with outbuildings to
north and west, landscaped front garden to south, central concrete path leading from
hooped wrought-iron pedestrian gate at roadside, painted rendered low-level boundary
wall.
Freestanding light beacon, built c. 1880, one of a pair. Circular-plan, tapering shaft,
conical roof. Ashlar granite roof, projecting eaves corbel string. Uncoursed rubble
granite walling. Pointed arch window openings to upper stage, ashlar granite dressings,
flush sills, painted timber casements. Segmental-headed entrance door opening located
above high water mark, ashlar granite dressings, dressed granite threshold step, painted
timber vertically-sheeted door, wrought-iron approach ladder. Located at edge of deep
water channel, surrounded by water at high tide.
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RPS No.
LHS002-008

NIAH No.
13900202

LHS002-009

13900203

Name
Lighthouse

Type
Lighthouse

House

Description
Freestanding light beacon, built c. 1880, one of a pair. Circular-plan, tapering shaft,
conical roof. Ashlar granite roof, projecting eaves corbel string. Uncoursed rubble
granite walling. Shallow pointed arch window openings, rock-faced ashlar granite
dressings, flush sills, windows missing. Segmental-headed entrance door opening on
north-west side, painted sheet-steel security door fitted over opening, square granite
threshold step. Set in boggy ground, fields to south-west, Carlingford Lough to northeast.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Slightly projecting flat-roofed
single-storey entrance porch flanked by full-height canted bay windows, single-storey
pitched roof wing to east. Pitched slate roof to main house and wing, clay ridge tiles,
terracotta finials to gables on main block, unpainted smooth rendered chimneystacks
with small corbelled caps; mitred hipped roofs to canted bays, terracotta decorative
finials; moulded cast-iron gutters on profiled eaves corbel brackets to main house and
wing, cast-iron downpipes. Painted smooth rendered walling, string course at first floor.
Square-headed window openings, painted stone sills, painted timber plain-glazed sliding
sash windows. Square-headed entrance door opening in projecting porch, painted
timber four-panel door with raised lozenge bolection-moulded panels set in door screen
with plain glazed sidelights and overlights, approached by steps. Set in landscaped
grounds, painted smooth render and roughcast boundary wall, set back gate sweep,
painted wrought-iron flat-bar entrance gates, high hedge behind boundary wall to road.
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